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150 YEARS - AND THE HOLDEN

BRAND DRIVES ON
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2
006 was a red-letter year for Holden as a succession of
noteworthy events ticked over on the historical odometer. Holden
is one of Australia’s most trusted brands and has now been

associated with transport in this country for a remarkable 150 years.
In 1856, when James A Holden established the J.A. Holden and company

saddlery and harness manufacturing
business in Adelaide, South Australia, he
began a ‘horses to horsepower’ company
saga that gathered momentum as the
nation grew and today continues to
accelerate.

2006 also marked the 75th anniversary of
the formation of General Motors-Holden’s
in 1931 and the golden anniversary of the
‘New Look’ sensation of 1956, the FE
Holden.

The Holden brand has carried a special
resonance for successive generations of
Australians who continue to consider it
part of the fabric of their society.

Few other automotive companies in the
world could trace their brand name back
so far and chart its progress side by side
with the history of a country through 150
years of innovation and achievement.

For many people, the fundamentally Australian character of the Holden
brand gives it a unique and meaningful point of difference and significant
numbers follow the company’s fortunes with an abiding and genuine
interest.

Holden takes a great deal of pride in its heritage and in the strong bonds
of loyalty which have been forged through its ability to understand implicitly
what it is Australians want from their cars.

In 1902 in the small wheat and barley belt town of Kadina, South Australia,
the great grandfather of current Holden dealer David Rosewarne placed an
advertisement in the local newspaper to advertise the fact that he was now
an agent for Oldsmobile.

In the USA six years later,  William (Billy) Durant brought Oldsmobile and
Buick together to form General Motors Company. The Cadillac and Oakland
marques joined in 1909.

In the years that followed, J.H. Rosewarne Pty Ltd continued to sell and
service GM cars – Oldsmobile, Buick, Chevrolet, Pontiac and of course
Holden.

James Alexander Holden.

GENERAL MOTORS IN AUSTRALIA
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One hundred and four years down the track, there is a good argument
to support Rosewarne’s claim to be world’s longest-serving General
Motors dealer, still selling GM vehicles from the same site under the
same company name.

Examples of the original curved dash Oldsmobile were imported to
Australia from 1902 to 1906. The first Cadillacs and Vauxhalls hit
Australian roads in 1903/04 and early Buicks are recorded as arriving in
1906, 1907 and 1908.

When the GM
Export Company in
was formed in 1911,
field representatives
were sent out to
establish contact
internationally and
General Motors
Europe was brought
into being in 1912.

The first Australian
GM representative,
one E.S. Pendleton,
set up a temporary
office in Sydney in
1912, running full
page advertisements
for the only models at
that stage to be exported here under the GM Export banner, Oakland and
Buick.  He established an official GM Export office in 1914 and began
appointing Buick agents in Melbourne, Adelaide and Sydney.  The
numbers of distributors multiplied as Oldsmobile followed in 1917;
Cadillac, GMC and Chevrolet in 1918.

By 1923, concerned with rising import duties on built-up bodies, the
GM Export Company opened negotiations with H.J. Holden, of the
established Holden Motor Body Builders company, to assemble
completely knocked down chassis at a large new motor body plant to be
built in Woodville, South Australia.

A deal to set aside the whole of the Woodville Plant for the production
of Chevrolet and Buick Motor Car bodies and bodies for other General
Motors cars and not manufacture motor bodies for other makes of car at
this plant was signed later the same year.

Under the terms of the contract, Holden imported blueprints of
upcoming GM models, enabling it to have appropriate bodies built by the
time the new chassis were shipped in.  With the assistance of GM
manufacturing personnel sent out to assist, the plant produced more

1901 Curved Dash Oldsmobile.
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than 11,000 GM bodies in
1924.  By 1925, Holden’s body
building operation was the
biggest outside North America
and continental Europe.

GM had meanwhile purchased
British company Vauxhall
Motors in 1925 and that year
also made the decision to
establish its own assembly,
warehousing and wholesale
distribution operation in Australia.

General Motors (Australia) Pty Ltd (GMA) was established in 1926 with
headquarters in Collins Street, Melbourne. The General Motors
Acceptance Corporation (GMAC) was set up concurrently to provide the
financial backing for GMA dealers to maintain floor stock and make
sales.

At the same time, GMA quickly established assembly plants in five
states to meet booming demand for its products, purchasing bodies from
Holden and tyres, paint, glass, springs, leather, batteries, metal
hardware and many more components from some 95 Australian supplier
companies.

Models produced included Oakland (which became Pontiac in 1932),
Cadillac, Buick, Oldsmobile, Scripps-Booth and Chevrolet. (Chevrolet and
Pontiac models were sold in Australia until 1968.)
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GMH top-sellers in 1932/33 (l-r): Chevrolet Sedan, Buick Tourer and Vauxhall Sedan.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

GENERAL MOTORS HOLDEN

GMA sales rose to an annual peak
of 32,744 in 1928 but dropped
below 10,000 by 1930 as the Great
Depression set in.  Holden, having
just completed a major expansion,
fared badly.

To protect its manufacturing
capacity, General Motors put
together a £1,111,600 rescue
package that merged General
Motors Australia with Holden
Motor Body Builders in March
1931 to form General Motors-
Holden’s Limited (GMH), presided
over by Chairman Sir Edward
Holden.

Two years earlier, General
Motors had also acquired a
majority of shares in Germany’s
largest automaker, Opel.

GM’s Vauxhall and Bedford truck
ranges were established in
Australia in 1931 and 1933.
Vauxhall models continued to be
assembled and imported in volume
until the mid-60s; Bedford truck
production continued into the 70s.

GMH sales began to pick up by
1933, coincident with the
appointment of ex-Vauxhall man
Laurence J. Hartnett as GMH
Managing Director. 15,462 bodies
were produced in 1934, among
them the new Coupe Utility.

1935 saw production of the first
all steel bodies, for Plymouth
chassis, and an ‘All Enclosed
Coupe’, known as ‘the Sloper’ for
Oldsmobile, Pontiac and Chevrolet
chassis.
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A unique Australian design, it was a forerunner of the hatchback.
In the same year, GMH announced the purchase of 50 acres of land at

Fishermans Bend, near the Port of Melbourne, Victoria, for the
construction of a two-storey Head Office, assembly plant and warehouse
to service Victorian and Tasmanian operations.  The National Automotive
Service Company (NASCO) was formed in 1936.

The first completed cars came off the Fishermans Bend production
lines in September 1936 and through 1937 production swept up to 28,000
units, representing 40 per cent of the market.

Late in 1939, within weeks of Prime Minister Menzies’ announcement
that Australia was at war with Germany, GMH filled an order for 50
Chevrolet ambulances. By 1940, all GMH plants had swung into
munitions production mode and a new foundry and engine plant,
considered crucial to the war effort, had been built at Fishermans Bend.

Between 1939 and 1945, the Fishermans Bend operation assisted in
the production of a diverse array of vehicle bodies, aero and marine
engines, anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns, gun carriages and magazines,
work boats, dinghies, machine tools, gas masks and bridging pontoons.

In 1942/43, GMH Frigidaire distributors installed refrigerated space in
142 ships used by Australian and US forces. The Industrial Domestic
Equipment Co (IDEC) was formed in 1944 and the GMH Frigidaire
Household and Appliance Division in 1947.

THE FIRST HOLDEN
In 1943 GMH revived an earlier plan to build the first all-Australian car.
It responded to a Federal Government request for submissions from
companies interested in such a project and undertook to carry it out,
without subsidy or assistance, with funds raised in Australia.

Design work on the car, based on a 1930s GM concept prototype,
began in Detroit in 1945, with Holden designers and engineers joining the
team there in 1946. The project was transferred to Fishermans Bend
headquarters late that year. Preparations for manufacture at ‘The Bend’
included the expansion of existing operations and the addition of plant to
manufacture engines, transmissions, axles, sheet metal stampings and
chassis components.

The first production
schedule of Australia’s
Own Car took place in
April 1948. On 29
November,1948, 1200
official guests, including
Prime Minister Ben
Chifley, attended the
ceremonial launch at
Fishermans Bend of the

RETURN TO CONTENTS

48-215 assembly, Fishermans Bend.
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six-cylinder Holden 48-
215.

Production commenced
at just 10 vehicles a day,
and only 163 Holdens
were completed in 1948.
More than 7,000 were
built  in 1949, but supply
went nowhere near
satisfying demand and
the waiting list extended
over several years.
Australians had taken the
48-215, later nicknamed
the FX, to their hearts,
and with the release of
the evolutionary FJ Holden in 1953, the love affair deepened.

Holden rode high on the sales charts though the 50s, 60s and 70s,
producing a succession of landmark models. It exported its 250,000th
vehicle in 1972 and celebrated 25 straight years of overall market
leadership in 1977.

1978-2005
The launch of the VB Commodore in 1978 signalled a major change of
direction. Plans for a new Family II four-cylinder engine plant were
announced the same year, and in 1982 engine exports reached 250,000
units.

Australian Prime Minister Ben Chifley launched the
first Holden in November 1948.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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In 1985, General Motors-Holdens Limited reorganised into two GM
subsidiary companies – Holden’s Motor Company and Holden’s Engine
Company. 1987 saw the creation of United Australian Automotive
Industries, controlling company for a Holden-Toyota joint venture, the GM
arm of which was called General Motors Holden’s Automotive (GMHA).

The millionth Family II engine was exported in 1988 and Holden
continued to demonstrate leadership with the introduction of an exciting
range of models incorporating significant design, engineering and safety
innovations.

The joint venture was dissolved in the mid 90s and HEC was re-
integrated into Holden’s manufacturing operations. Holden was
established as the GM Product Engineering Centre for the Asia Pacific
region in 1996. GMHA was renamed Holden Ltd in 1998.

Holden closed the millennium by winning total market leadership for
the first time in 18 years. In 2002 it set an all-time sales record for an
Australian carmaker. The opening in 2003 of a $400 million Global V6
engine plant in Port Melbourne represented GM’s largest single
investment in Australia in more than 20 years.

In 2005 Holden Ltd integrated into a single business entity with Saab
Automobile Australia and opened new corporate headquarters at 191
Salmon Street Port Melbourne. The company name changed to GM
Holden Ltd and the Holden’s role in designing and engineering GM cars
outside the Australian market was significantly expanded.

Holden’s new corporate headquarters at Fishermans Bend.
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HOLDEN TODAY

Today Holden employs more than 7500 people Australia-wide. It
continues to evolve from a domestic manufacturer into an internationally
competitive exporter of vehicles, engines and automotive expertise to
diverse markets.

Major operating facilities are located at Elizabeth, South Australia
(vehicle manufacturing operation) as well as Fishermans Bend (technical
centre, administration and engine manufacturing plants), Dandenong
(spare parts operation) and Lang Lang (automotive proving ground) in
Victoria.

Holden is the provider of a comprehensive, highly competitive model
range that includes Caprice, Statesman, Calais, Berlina, Commodore,
Captiva, Epica, Astra, Viva, Barina, Tigra, Crewman, Ute, Rodeo and
Combo.

Change is the only constant in the global automotive industry and
Holden has demonstrated great tenacity and flexibility to become an
increasingly agile and effective participant.

Since 1948, GM Holden has notched up more than 7.8 million vehicle
sales. Its all-time record year was 2004, when combined passenger and
light commercial sales topped 178,000 units.

In managing the country’s largest automotive export program, Holden
has also sent more than 740,000 vehicles around the world in five
decades and more than four million export engines in 25 years.

At the same time as Holden pays tribute to its rich past and to its
uniquely Australian spirit, it is passionately engaged in charting a future
course that will see this spirit live on in an every-changing range of
vehicles, exemplified by the VE Commodore and the WM Caprice and
Statesman, that will make their mark across the GM world.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

Holden Vehicle Operations, Elizabeth, South Australia.
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PETER BROCK 1945-2006

W
hen motor racing legend Peter Brock was killed while
competing in the Targa West Rally in Western Australia on
8 September 2006, Holden lost a favourite son.

Peter Brock was a fine ambassador for the Holden brand for almost 40
years as a racing car driver and tireless community advocate. He leaves
an indelible mark on the history of the company and in the hearts of the
thousands of Australians whose lives he touched.

Tony Hyde, Holden’s Executive Director of Engineering, paid tribute
with a personal remembrance.

“Peter Brock has been synonymous with the Holden brand since 1969.
Over the years, he evolved from Holden racing driver into Holden legend.
In that entire time, he was loved by almost everyone at Holden.

From a racing point of view, from a personality point of view and from a
company representation point of view, he was just a first-class person.

It wasn’t just the big things he did, such as winning Bathurst nine
times, but the little things, such as having time for people. It didn’t
matter who they were, he could spare a moment to exchange
pleasantries, sign an autograph and even pass on some of his life’s
philosophies.

I started to get to know him in the 1970s, in the days when race teams
occasionally called on Holden Engineering for help. I was a youth in the
chassis group and he was a young driver with Bill Patterson.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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“He mentioned in an interview shown in a TV tribute that he and some
of the engineers at Holden had grown up together, and I think that is true
- a lot of us have grown up with him.

“In the 1980s, we started to use him to give us a second opinion on
ride and handling. I remember once when one of the magazines gave us
a bad time over Camira, we had Peter and John Harvey come down and
drive the car and, thankfully, reassure us we were not going insane and
that we were on the right track.

“To be in a car with Peter, testing on some of the back roads of the
Gurdies - they were the good days.

“In the early days, some people within the Holden drawing office formed
a car club, and they asked if we could arrange for Peter to come along to
a meeting as guest of honour.  He not only turned up and gave a little
talk, but also hung around to talk with everybody afterwards, even though
there were only about 15 people in the room.  Nothing was too much
trouble.

“My favourite memory of Peter on the track was Bathurst 1972.  I know
he had some fabulous races at Bathurst in the late 70s and early 80s,
winning three in a row, winning by six laps and breaking the lap record
on the last lap, but to me the drive in 1972 was something that sits in my
memory as the best exhibition of his talent.  I thought that drive in the
rain in the XU1 Torana, against everything they could throw at him, was
great.

“Our relationship with Peter was tested in the late 80s but he came
back bigger and stronger, which surprised us all.

“Even as recently as the VE Commodore dealer launch, Peter was
there, enthusiastically chatting with the dealers, many of whom he called
friends, and generally doing his best for Holden.

He will be missed.”

Peter Brock in a Torana GTR XU-1 on his way to his first Bathurst 1000 win in 1972.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Known as ‘Peter Perfect’ and ‘King of the Mountain’ for good reason,
Peter Brock achieved a record unchallenged by any other driver in the
history of Australian motor racing.   Charismatic and consummately
professional, he won many accolades but will be best remembered for
his mastery of Australia’s annual Great Race at Bathurst, a touring car
circuit regarded as one of the most difficult in the world.

BATHURST 1000
• Winner nine times: 1972, 1975, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1982, 1983, 1984,
1987.
•  Scored six pole positions for the Bathurst 1000 – more than any other driver
• Made Bathurst debut in 1969 for the Holden Dealer Team and made a
total of 32 starts in the Bathurst 1000.
• Was to have had his last Bathurst start for the Holden Racing Team in
2004 but co-driver Jason Plato crashed out before Brock took the wheel.

SANDOWN 500
•  Winner nine times: 1973, 1975, 1976, 1977, 1978, 1979, 1980, 1981,
1984.
• Scored nine pole positions for the Sandown 500 – more than any other
driver.

AUSTRALIAN TOURING CAR CHAMPIONSHIP
• Champion three times: 1974, 1978 and 1980.
• Runner-up in the Australian Touring Car Championship five times -
1973, 1979, 1981, 1984 and 1990.
• Most pole positions in ATC history – 57.
• Held the record of the most round wins (37) in the Australian Touring
Car/V8 Supercar Championship Series. HRT’s Mark Skaife tied the
record in 2006.

OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS:
• 1979 Round Australia Reliability Trial winner in the Holden
Commodore’s competitive debut.
• Runner-up in the 1977 Spa 24 Hour classic in Belgium. Winner of the
Index of Performance.
• 2003 Bathurst 24 Hour Winner in a Holden Monaro with Greg Murphy,
Todd Kelly and Jason Bright.
• Competed internationally in the European Touring Car Championship,
the Le Mans 24 Hour and Goodwood Festival of Speed.
• Rated second among the top 20 touring car drivers of all time by UK
magazine ‘Motor Sport’, February 2005.

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Peter Brock’s work as a road safety advocate was recognised with an
Order of Australia medal in 1980. He retired from full time motor racing in
1997 and in the same year set up the Peter Brock Foundation, a project
supporting a range of community programs with particular emphasis on
disadvantaged youth.

He was a sought-after motivational speaker and regarded his
appointment as athlete liaison officer for the Australian team at the
Sydney 2000 and Athens 2004 Olympics as a major career highlight.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

Sandown 1984.

Sandown 2004.
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COUNTDOWN

TO THE

FIRST

HOLDEN CAR
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1 8 5 2
• Seventeen–year–old James Alexander Holden arrives

in South Australia from Staffordshire, England.
• Gold diggers double Victoria’s population; Napoleon III

becomes Emperor of France.
1 8 5 4
• France and Britain declare war on Russia (the conflict

becomes known as the Crimean War).
1 8 5 6
• James Alexander Holden sets up shop in King William

St, Adelaide, as a leatherworker and saddlemaker.
• The Crimean War ends.
1 8 6 5
• Business booms for J.A. Holden and Company and the

firm moves to bigger premises.
• General Lee surrenders to General Grant, ending the

American Civil War.
1 8 7 2
• A new partnership is formed: Holden and Birks.
1 8 7 5
• Holden and Birks is dissolved and J.A. Holden and Co. re–established.
1 8 7 6
• Alexander Graham Bell invents the telephone.
1 8 7 9
• Holden takes his 20 year–old son Henry James into the business and the name is changed again,

this time to J.A. Holden and Son.
1 8 8 0
• Bushranger Ned Kelly is hanged at the Old Melbourne Gaol.
1 8 8 5
• German–born Henry Frederick Adolf Frost becomes a junior partner in J.A. Holden and Son and the

company name changes to Holden & Frost. It continues in leatherwork and small scale ironmongery,
then graduates to repairing (and eventually building) horse drawn carriages and coaches.

1 8 8 6
• Germany’s Gottlieb Daimler and Karl Benz, working independently, produce what are now generally

recognised as the world’s first motor cars.
1 8 8 7
• James Alexander Holden dies, aged fifty two. Henry Holden becomes the senior partner in Holden

& Frost.
1 8 9 9
• The Boer War starts and troops from Australian states are sent.
1 9 0 1
• The Commonwealth of Australia is proclaimed and Edmund Barton becomes the first Australian prime

minister.
1 9 0 5
• A third–generation Holden — Henry’s son Edward Wheewall Holden — joins Holden & Frost.
• Harley Tarrant wins Australia’s first motor car reliability trial (held between Sydney and Melbourne);

Japan defeats Russia in Russo–Japanese War.

James  Alexander  Holden

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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1 9 0 8
• Holden & Frost engages in minor repairs

to car upholstery and is  soon
manufacturing hoods and side–curtains.

• In the USA, General Motors Corporation
(GMC) is founded by William Crapo
Durant. GMC expands at a great rate;
during the first year, 14,000 employees
build 25,000 cars and trucks.

1 9 0 9
• Henry Frost dies.
• Alfred Deakin becomes Australian prime

minister.
1 9 1 1
• The GM Export Company is formed.
• Norway’s Roald Amundsen becomes

the first man to reach the South Pole.
1 9 1 3
• Holden & Frost begins production of complete motorcycle sidecar bodies.
1 9 1 4
• Holden & Frost produces its first complete custom–made car body, using laborious carriage building

techniques.
• The GM Export Company appoints a field representative to Australia, based in Sydney. The first GM

cars arrive downunder shortly afterwards.
• War is declared in Europe, precipitating what is known as The Great War or World War One.
1 9 1 5
• Australian troops are defeated at Gallipoli after fierce fighting against entrenched Turkish soldiers.
1 9 1 7
• The Australian federal government’s wartime trade restrictions (decreeing that only one complete car

can be imported for every three chassis) leads to the decision by Holden & Frost to commence large–
scale production of car bodies.

• Holden & Frost buys another Adelaide motor body builder, F.T. Hack Ltd, to increase its production
facilities. The enlarged company produces a total of 99 car bodies during 1917, mainly for Dodge and
Buick chassis.

• The US declares war on Germany and her allies; the Bolsheviks seize power in Russia.
1 9 1 8
• Holden’s Motor Body Builders (HMBB) is set up as a division of Holden & Frost. It produces 587

bodies in its first full year.
• WW1 ends with the Armistice of 11 November.
1 9 1 9
• Holden’s Motor Body Builders becomes a registered company.
• Business takes off rapidly and HMBB starts to revolutionise the industry with state of the art production

machinery and designs which take a minimum of hand finishing. Innovative shipping techniques mean
Holden’s bodies are price competitive across the country.

• Holden produces nearly 1600 bodies for the year, fitted to a wide variety of marques.
• Mahatma Gandhi starts a campaign of passive resistance to British rule in India.
1 9 2 0
• What promises to be a boom decade starts for Holden which is building up an impressive reputation

and a growing order bank.

J.A.Holden & Co’s building in Grenfell Street, Adelaide.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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1 9 2 3
• Holden,  now with a timber mill and production

line in operation, builds 12,771 car bodies.
Production time is cut to just five man–hours
per body (from over 160 man–hours per body
in 1917). As the USA produces a constant
string of new car designs and marques,
Holden’s Motor Body Builders responds with
a vast array of suitable body styles.

• A si te at Woodvi l le,  South Austral ia,  is
purchased for the construction of a massive
new plant.

• In Italy, Benito Mussolini’s Fascist Party
takes power.

1 9 2 4
• Holden’s new Woodville plant is opened, featuring the country’s most modern production line. The new

setup is so impressive that GM Export Company (Aust.) shelves plans to open its own body building
factory; instead GM strikes a contract with Holden ensuring that Woodville will manufacture bodies
only for GM vehicles. The deal allows HMBB to import blueprints of forthcoming GM models. By
designing a structure around these blueprints, HMBB is able to have the bodies ready by the time
the new chassis hit Australian shores.

• Now sole local body supplier for GM vehicles, Holden continues production for other carmakers at
the original King William St plant, which is further extended.

• Holden produces no less than 65 body styles during the year and has a total output of 22,150 units
(including 11,060 for GM). Holden’s output represents about half of local body production.

• Joseph Stalin emerges as leader of the Soviet Union following the death of Vladimir Lenin.

A Chevrolet-based Standard Utility delivery built by Sydney body builders in 1925.

Holden’s King William Street plant in the early 1920s.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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1 9 2 5
• Holden produces 34,309 car bodies, including the first closed body types. The company’s body building

operation is now the biggest outside North America and Continental Europe, with over 16 hectares
of factory floor and a work force of 2600. In addition to car bodies, HMBB turns out railway carriages,
bus and tram bodies and other items.

1 9 2 6
• General Motors Australia (GMA) is formed with headquarters in Collins St, Melbourne, and assembly

plants in all five mainland state capitals. As well as using Holden bodies, GMA purchases tyres,
springs, batteries, paint and many other parts from Australian suppliers.

• The year proves Holden’s best to
date for car body production, with
36,171 units built.

• Canberra becomes the Federal
Capital of Australia.

1 9 2 7
• Holden’s output dips slightly, but the

company still builds more than 34,000
bodies.

• ‘The Jazz Singer’ opens in the US,
ushering in the era of ‘talkie’ feature
films.

1 9 2 8
• Holden’s famous ‘lion and stone’

symbol, representing the legend of
man’s invention of the wheel, is first
used. Designed in plaster by sculptor
George Rayner Hoff, it is adapted to
a pressed metal nameplate and fixed
to all Holden bodies.

Perhaps the world’s  rarest Chevrolet - a 1932 Moonlight Speedster, built by Holden’s Motor Body Builders.

 Fishermans Bend plant site.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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1 9 2 9
• The US stock market collapses; its effects are felt around the world.
1 9 3 0
• The full force of the worldwide depression hits Australia and Holden, which has just completed a major

expansion, is caught off guard.
1 93 1
• The economic situation continues to deteriorate and Holden’s Motor Body Builders is closed for much

of the year. The company fills just 1651 car body orders, compared with over 36,000 five years earlier.
• GM Corporation buys the entire Holden’s Motor Body Builders operation and merges it with GMA

to form General Motors–Holden’s (later General Motors–Holden’s Automotive).
• The Japanese Imperial Army invades Manchuria.
1 9 3 2
• Australia’s total vehicle sales continue to drop. From a 1928 high of 88,815 units, they barely top 14,000.

Holden’s sales for the same period drop nearly 90 per cent, from 31,543 (for GMA) to 3674 for the
new combined company.

1 9 33
• Adolf Hitler becomes Chancellor of Germany.
1 9 3 4
• GM Corporation troubleshooter Laurence Hartnett is sent to Australia. Hartnett, a former Vauxhall

director, is told that if Holden cannot be made profitable, it is to be closed down.
• Holden produces its first coupe utility.
1 9 3 5
• Holden sales lift to 23,129 for the year.
• Holden produces its ‘All Enclosed Coupe’ body for Oldsmobile, Pontiac and Chevrolet chassis.

Dubbed the ‘Sloper’, this uniquely Australian design is the forerunner of the hatchback, with an upward
lifting tailgate and a fold down rear seat to increase the luggage area. It is a great success.

• Holden builds its first all steel bodies (for Plymouth chassis), beating GM in the USA by a full year.

 Australian Prime Minister, Joseph Lyons, opening GM-H’s Fishermans Bend plant in 1936.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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1 9 3 6
• Holden sets up new headquarters and a new assembly plant on 20 hectares of land at Fishermans Bend,

Melbourne. The layout includes provision for a foundry and engine shop.
• Hartnett and Holden executives start discussing the manufacture of a complete car within Australia.

The company has a talented managerial staff and a highly skilled team of workers with body building
and assembly experience. It can also access massive technical support through GM Corporation.

• British monarch Edward VIII abdicates so he can marry American divorcee Mrs Wallis Simpson.
• The Spanish Civil War commences; the governments of Germany and Italy come to the aid of General

Franco’s Fascist rebels.
1 9 3 7
• Holden fits all steel bodies to GM chassis in Australia. By this time, Holden has succeeded in lifting

local content for some models to over 65 per cent.
• Holden’s workforce of 6500 builds 32,694 bodies, of which all but 4600 are for GM chassis. Overall

profit exceeds £1 million for the first time.
1 9 3 8
• Holden installs a ‘1000 ton’ press, the largest in the country, to further its lead in the ‘all steel’ body era.
• In Europe a re–armed Germany absorbs Austria and much of Czechoslovakia. Hitler declares,

however, that his country has no further territorial ambitions.
1 9 3 9
• Holden builds its first unitary construction car, a Vauxhall 14 J–Type.
• Holden intensifies its investigation into building an Australian car. The company’s executives realise

that new construction technology will eliminate the separate body (making the importing of chassis
impractical), but there are other considerations: a federal government Tariff Board Inquiry held during
1937 and 1938 is about to announce its findings and is expected to recommend that Australia produce
its own motor cars, and Holden management fear that the US models which form the mainstay of their
business are becoming too large, heavy and dear for Australian requirements.

• In an increasingly tense climate in Europe, Germany invades Poland, leading to World War Two.
The advent of war in Europe, and Australia’s commitment to support Britain and her allies, puts Holden’s
plan for an Australian car on indefinite hold.

1 9 4 0
• Denmark, Norway, Holland, Belgium and France fall to the German war machine, but Britian defiantly

stands alone.

Holden’s Fishermans Bend head office during a Chevrolet dealers’ convention in 1940.
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Anti-Tank Guns being produced in a Holden factory during World War II

• All Holden factories are now
working for the war ef fort .
Initially they build aeroplane
frames, bomb cases, antitank
guns, machine guns, armoured
cars,  semit ra i lers,  t roop
carriers, boats, pontoons and
other military hardware.

1 94 1
• Germany invades Russia

while the Japanese bomb Pearl
Harbour (Hawaii) and invade
Hong Kong, Malaya and the
Philippines.

• US declares war on Japan and
Germany.

1 9 4 2
• The tide of the war starts to turn,

with the Germans defeated at El Alamein and suffering enormous setbacks in Russia; the Japanese
are defeated by the US at Midway and Guadalcanal and are pushed back by Australian troops in New
Guinea.

• Since the start of WW II, Holden has become the first company to mass–produce internal combustion
engines in Australia, producing the Gypsy Major aeroplane engine, the Gray Marine engine and a
four–cylinder radial torpedo engine.

1 9 4 3
• With the winding down of military contracts believed to be in sight, Holden revives plans for an Aussie

car. Engineers start designing ‘Project 2000’ — the car they believe the company is best set up to
build.

1 9 4 4
• The Allied forces successfully re–invade ‘Fortress Europe’ on 6 June (‘D–Day’).
• Holden’s first ‘Project 2000’ prototype is completed using Willys mechanic components. Dozens of

variations, alternative designs and mock–ups follow.
• The Australian Comptroller–General of Trade and Customs issues a formal invitation for submissions

from companies interested in producing an Australian car. In response Holden undertakes to
manufacture a complete car without subsidy or tariff protection. Late in the year GM Corporation
approves the project in principle.

1 9 4 5
• Germany surrenders uncond-

itionally in May, followed by Japan
in August.

• Holden emerges from WW II with
a full–scale foundry and the ability
to make engine blocks and other
mechanical components ‘inhouse’.

• Design work on the Australian car
project starts in the USA, but the
local  Project  2000 cont inues,
eventually developing into Project
2200.

One of the original Project 2000 Australian design proposals.
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1 9 4 6
• The United Nations is set up; war returns to

Indochina following French invasion of
Vietnam.

• In Austral ia Holden recommences car
production with the assembly of Vauxhalls.
Before the year’s end, Chevrolets, Buicks
and Pontiacs come on stream.

• A working prototype of Holden’s preferred
Project 2200 body design, which aims at
simplicity in tooling and construction, is
completed. This design is based on a styling
mock–up completed in 1945.

• Holden engineers are sent to Detroit ,
Michigan (USA), with their styling models,
drawings and engineering ideas. They start
work on the US design proposal and receive
instruction on setting up the manufacturing
operation.

• The joint team in Detroit produces three
handmade working prototypes which are
virtually identical in appearance to the car
intended for production. In late 1946 the
three cars are shipped to Fishermans Bend,
accompanied by the Australian arm of the
design team and 22 US technicians.

1 9 4 7
• The Detroit–built Holden prototypes are extensively tested on rough dirt roads outside Melbourne. The

steering and suspension are among the many components modified as a result.
• India gains independence; the Marshall Aid plan for Europe is introduced.
1 9 4 8
• London hosts the first

postwar Olympics;
Australian athletes win
two gold, six silver and
five bronze medals.

• A production run of ten
Holden cars is secretly
conducted in Melb-
ourne in April to ‘clear
the line’.

• Plans are laid for series
production of the Holden
and for  the of f ic ia l
launching to the public
by the Prime Minister
in November.

A clay model  being produced.

Employees at Holden Woodville plant in Adelaide get  a sneak
preview of the 48-215  in 1947.
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HOLDEN LION

THE  STORY OF THE

T
he first Holden emblem was a life-sized
wooden horse which stood above the en
trance of the Holden and Frost saddlery and

carriage works in Adelaide, South Australia.
As an emblem, the Holden Lion relates to the time

when coach builders engraved their company name or
trademark on the door sill, or on a plate fixed to the
instrument panel.

In the early 1920s Holden’s Motor Body Builders
used a large brass plate embossed with a winged
figure representing industry against a background of
factory buildings.

In 1926 the company decided to ‘downsize’ the
brass plate and emulate the practice of Fisher Body in
the USA, which attached a neat replica of its coach
trademark to the lower part of the cowl.

Because the existing emblem was too detailed to be
embossed on a small plate, a new design was com-
missioned to be based on the Egyptian-style ‘Wem-
bley Lion’, symbol of  London’s 1924-25 British Em-
pire Exhibition.  Fashion themes of the time, from
clothes to furniture, films and songs, were influenced
by Egyptian antiquity.

According to fable, the principle of the wheel was
suggested to primitive man when observing a lion
rolling a stone.  Thus inspired, the pre-eminent Aus-
tralian sculptor of the day, George Rayner Hoff,
created the ‘lion and stone’ sculpture, which was
replicated in a rectangular pressed metal plate that
was fixed to all bodies built by Holden’s Motor Body
Builders from 1928.

More than 75 years later the evolution of the lion and
stone symbol can be traced through a series of
badges proudly worn by a cavalcade of cars, some
recognised by early GM model enthusiasts but most
dear to the hearts of generations of Australians since
the 1948 advent of the FX or 48-125 Holden.  (The
chrome-winged surround on the FX/FJ grille badge
was Cadillac-inspired.)

The classical Egyptian lion design gave way in 1972
to a more modern interpretation of the symbol, which
in turn was replaced in 1994 by the powerful Holden
brand we are familiar with today.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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Holden exports began with shipments of FJ sedans to New
Zealand in 1954.

Completely Knocked Down (CKD) packs were sent to many countries for local assembly.

RETURN TO CONTENTS

VEHICLE EXPORTS
In 2004, Holden celebrated 50
years of vehicle exports and set an
all-time vehicle export record, only
to exceed it the very next year.

In 2005, 60,518 Holden sedans,
utes and coupes in right- or left-
hand-drive configuration were
exported to every continent except
Antarctica.

The Middle East continued to be
the strongest export market for
Holden in 2006, with sales of more
than 31,000 Chevrolet Lumina
(Commodore) and Chevrolet
Caprice sedans buoyed by the
success of the all-new VE and WM
ranges. The luxury Caprice
accounted for 64 per cent of these
sales.

In managing the country’s largest and longest-running automotive export
program, Holden has now sent almost 750,000 vehicles and four million
engines around the world in five decades.

In 2006, Commodore models were exported under the GM brands of
Chevrolet, Pontiac and Holden to Saudi Arabia, Bahrain, Oman, Lebanon,
United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Kuwait, Yemen, Jordan, New Zealand, Brazil,
North America, Fiji, Brunei and South Africa. Statesman/Caprice models
were exported to Middle East regions and  New Zealand.

The Pontiac GTO, based on the Holden Monaro, was exported to the
United States until  production finished  in June 2006. Holden exports to the
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Left hand drive VT sedans spearheaded a return to volume vehicle exports in 1998.

Holden began exporting four-cylinder engines in 1981.
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United States will recommence in 2008 when the VE Commodore SS will
take its place among GM high performance flagship vehicles as the Pontiac
G8.

The first exports of FJ sedans to New Zealand in 1954 were quickly
followed by shipments of  completely knocked down (CKD) packs for
offshore assembly. By 1966 Holden vehicles and CKD packs were being
shipped to more than 60 markets.

The HQ model range released in 1971 proved a hugely successful export.
In 1973, shipments reached a record 41,181 units, representing 25 per cent
of Holden’s total annual production.

In the 1980s, while exports of
Commodore and long-wheelbase
derivatives continued, the emphasis
changed from vehicles to engines.

Holden returned to volume vehicle
exports in 1998 with the
commencement of a major program
involving shipments of left hand drive
versions of VT Commodores to the
Middle East and Brazil.

ENGINE EXPORTS
The first shipments of Holden Family

II four-cylinder engines, manufactured
in Port Melbourne, were sent to the
United Kingdom in 1981.

By 1983, markets also included
West Germany, South Africa and new
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A Vauxhall Monaro in the streets of London.
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Zealand. Exports to South Korea commenced in 1987 and the one millionth
export engine milestone was reached in 1988.

By the time the two millionth export engine was produced in 1994, more
than $1 million in export revenue was being generated every working day,
servicing a customer base that included South Korea, Taiwan, Indonesia,
Germany, India, Egypt, South Africa and the UK.

The three millionth four cylinder export engine was shipped out in 1999, by
which time Holden engine and component exports had generated more than
$3 billion in export revenue.

In 2003 Holden began exporting Global V6 engines from its new $400
million engine plant at Port Melbourne. The plant is capable of producing
900 engines a day or 240,000 engines a year.

The four millionth Holden engine, a 2.8 litre Turbo V6 bound for Sweden
and the engine bay of a Saab 9-3 Aero, was exported in November 2005.

In 2005, Holden exported 198,649 engines. Family II four cylinder engines
were shipped to South Korea, China, Thailand, South Africa and South
America. Global V6 engines were exported to Italy, Germany, Sweden,
Thailand and Austria.

In 2006, engine export destinations included Italy, Germany, Sweden,
South Korea and Thailand (Global V6); South Korea, China, Thailand and
South Africa (Family II).
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Through the 1940s the plan by General Motors-Holden’s (GM-H) to develop
and build ‘Australia’s Own Car’ had always included an export strategy.

The export of manufactured products was also integral to Federal Govern-
ment policy.   At the 1948 launch of the 48-215 (FX) Holden at Fishermans
Bend, Victoria, Prime Minister Ben Chifley addressed assembled guests
and an Australia-wide radio audience:

“I am not here on a political but on a national mission to thank General
Motors-Holden’s Ltd on behalf of the Commonwealth. I already view with
pride the possibilities of Holden, not only in its own country but also for
export to countries beyond our borders, to other peoples in the Pacific and
South East Asia.”

GM-H Managing Director, Harold E. Bettle, concurred:
“We believe that after increasing our volume to the point where it will

satisfy domestic demand, we can export Holden cars and utilities to many
other countries of the world, and thus establish Australia as an export
source for automobiles, along with the United States, England, Canada and
some European countries.”

As it turned out, domestic demand for the new Holdens created waiting
lists which stretched out for years. Export plans were put on hold as
GM-H worked to lift production rates, invested millions in plant expansion
programs and developed new models (Holden Ute, 1951; FJ Holden, 1953).

By 1954, the time had come.  “Export has always been part of the plan for
manufacture of the Holden in Australia and, although production is still
some months behind demand, GM-H believes it is in the national interest
to begin and develop exporting. The Company also believes that the
Australian public will support its action because of the importance of export
in the future development of the industry in this country …”  (1954 GM-H
Annual Report).

In the space of six years, Australia had moved from a position of
dependence on automotive imports to that of an exporter of locally manufac-
tured vehicles.

EXPORT TIMELINE 1954-2006

1 9 5 4• GM-H commenced export operations in late November with a small initial shipment of FJ sedans to
New Zealand.  At year’s end the total stood at a modest 321.• “The Holdens are here. And cheering news it is, too!” (GMNZ News, December 1954).

1 9 5 5• 1341 FJ Holdens were exported to New Zealand.• “…the Australian car has become well and favourably known and demand far exceeds availability.”
(GM-H Annual Report 1955).• NZ Government import restrictions stopped plans for larger monthly shipments.

1 9 5 6• The first Completely Knocked Down (CKD) Holden packs were exported for assembly by GMNZ.• Completely built up Holdens were exported to new markets in Thailand, Malaya and North Borneo.·
2193 Holden units exported.

RETURN TO CONTENTS
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1 9 5 7• Markets were added to a total of 17.  Distributors appointed in Hong Kong, Fiji, Cook Islands, Samoa,
Tahiti, Sudan, Aden and East Africa.• 4431 Holden units exported.

1 9 5 8• The number of markets rose to 24 and distributors appointed in Ceylon (Sri Lanka), Indonesia, Goa
and Mauritius. Import quotas and exchange restrictions continued to bite.• 2346 Holden units were exported and the cumulative total passed 10,000.

1 9 5 9• Offshore assembly of Holden commercial vehicles began with exports of CKD Holden Utes to
Indonesia and South Africa.• Exports totalled 3049.

1 9 6 0• Left-hand drive (LHD) production of the FB Holden began and the initial LHD shipment went to Hawaii.
For the first time Australia earned US dollars from the sale of a locally made car.• 10,672 Holden units exported

1 9 6 2• Markets stood at 46 territories, embracing New
Zealand, South, East and West Africa, Middle
East, south-East Asia, Pacific, West Indies
and south eastern Europe.• Total exports of Holden spare parts and
accessories were valued at £11 million ($22
million).

1 9 6 3• Dealers and distributors with Holden franchises
operated in 59 export territories; 10,798 Holden
units were exported.

1 9 6 4• A record number of 13,963 Holden units was
exported to 61 territories.• Ten years after Holden began its export
operations, more than 62,000 units had been
shipped overseas, earning Australia an
estimated £34.5 million ($69 million) in
exchange. GM-H reported the amount of foreign
exchange resulting from Holden exports in
1964 alone was £7.675 million ($15.35 million).

1 9 6 5• Exports increased by 41 per cent to 19,369,
another record year.• The 1966 GM-H Annual Report noted: “The modern styling of the HD Holden has permitted Holden
to obtain greater penetration in foreign markets in competition with vehicles manufactured in many other
countries … Furthermore, Holden provides the means of exporting not only the components that are
manufactured in the GM-H plants, but the parts and components procured from a great many Australian
suppliers who provide the needs for Holden production. Many of these suppliers would be unable,
by themselves, to find an overseas market for the individual components they supply to GM-H.”

1 9 6 6• The addition of Taiwan and Libya increased export markets to 63.• GM-H began a new stage of its export program by sending torque converter automatic transmission
components to Vauxhall in the UK and Opel in Germany.

An EH Holden in Hong Kong
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• 15,114 Holden units exported.• “In addition, sets of components for 1680 vehicles were shipped to South Africa and substantial
quantities of automotive parts and accessories were sold throughout the GM-H export world.”
(GM-H Annual Report 1966).

1 9 6 7• The 100,000th export Holden (Australian content more than 95 per cent), was produced at Holden’s
Pagewood NSW plant.• Exports of the Holden Torana began.• CKD Holden packs were assembled at plants in New Zealand, South Africa, Indonesia, Trinidad, the
Philippines and Pakistan.• 11,187 Holden units exported.

1 9 6 8• In the 20th year of Holden vehicle production, an all-new HK range which included Monaro and
Brougham models increased export opportunities and 14,364 units were shipped abroad.• Exports of nodular iron castings to Vauxhall in the UK commenced.

1 9 6 9• The first Australian-built V8 engines were shipped to assembly plants in South Africa, New Zealand
and Malaysia.

• Completely built up V8 models were among
total exports of 13,447 units.

1 9 7 0• Total export revenue rose to $42 million, almost
double the 1968 figure, bringing the cumulative
value of GM-H exports since 1954 to $217
million.• Seven plants, in New Zealand, South Africa,
Trinidad, Pakistan, Malaysia, Indonesia and
the Philippines, now assembled Holden vehicles
from Australian-manufactured components.• General Motors established regional
headquarters of the GM Overseas Operations
Division in Australia.• 23,992 Holden units exported.

1 9 7 1• The HQ Holden range began production in July
and immediately increased penetration in export
markets. Good demand was reported for the
new Statesman and other V8 models; six-
cylinder Torana sales increased in South East
Asian markets.• Holden vehicles were shipped to 73 export
territories.  A significant proportion of the year’s
total of 24,372 export units comprised CKD
packs.

1 9 7 2• Holden export earnings increased by 44.2 per  cent to $64.1 million. Unit sales rose by 9116 to 33,488.·
Holden Torana exports (LJ model) peaked at 11,637 units, mostly CKD packs.• GM-H expressed concern about the longer term effects of the revaluation of the Australian dollar and
threats to government export incentives.

1 9 7 3• Vehicle exports rose by 23.5 per cent.• The HQ became the ‘most exported’ Holden model range.• Built-up and CKD shipments reached a record 41,181 units, representing 25 per cent of Holden’s total
annual production.

HQ Holdens awaiting export.
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1 9 7 4• The cumulative value of 20 years of GM-H exports exceeds $472 million.• Exports totalled 32,587 units; revenue was $74.1 million.• Inflationary conditions and withdrawal of export incentives pointed to a further decrease in export
demand.• Major export markets affected by oil crisis.

1 9 7 5 - 7 7• Export sales drop, remaining static at about 7500 units annually.
1 9 7 8• Launch of the all-new Commodore model range.• Export sales of built-up and CKD units total 7171.
1 9 7 9• Strong demand for Commodore and Sunbird models in New Zealand.• Vehicle export sales increased to 11,670 units.• The Federal Government announced an export credits program from 1982.
1 9 8 0• Exports of WB model Statesman and Caprice commenced.
1 9 8 1• A new era of engine exports with the commissioning of a $300 million engine plant at Port Melbourne.

Family II four-cylinder engines produced there were shipped to the UK and Germany.• Vehicle exports totalled 12,258 units.• Territories included New Zealand, the largest market; Indonesia, Trinidad, Brunei, Singapore, Thailand,
Bangladesh, Fiji, Hong Kong, India, Papua New Guinea, Sri Lanka and Zambia.• Commodore assembly commenced in Indonesia.

1 9 8 2• The number of 1.6 litre Family II four-cylinder engines exported to Europe and South Africa topped
125,000.• Shipments of built-up and CKD Camira models commenced (the Camira wagon was sold in Britain
as the Vauxhall Cavalier Estate).• 12,862 Holden units exported.• 9000 sheet metal component sets exported to Daewoo, South Korea.

1 9 8 3• GM-H became Australia’s foremost exporter of manufactured goods with export sales of more than
$189 million.• Exports of vehicles, engines, components and accessories accounted for 15.7 per cent of total sales.·
149,172 Family II four cylinder engines shipped to West Germany, the UK, South Africa and New
Zealand.

1 9 8 4• GM-H continued as Australia’s top exporter of manufactured goods with export sales in excess of
$200 million.• Vehicle exports totalled 10,871 units; Family II four-cylinder exports, 143,684.

1 9 8 5• Engine exports totalled 193,072; vehicle exports 5799.
1 9 8 6 - 9 0• Engine exports continued to dominate.  209,846 Family II four cylinder engines were exported in 1987.

More than 100,000 of these were shipped to Daewoo Motor (South Korea).• The one millionth Holden Family II four-cylinder export engine was produced in 1988.• The VL Commodore (17,042 units) and all-new VN Commodore (15,114 units) model ranges lifted
vehicle export sales.• In 1990 General Motors-Holden’s Automotive and Holden’s Engine Company recorded export
revenue figures totalling $290 million.
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1 99 1• Holden’s Engine Company (HEC) marked ten years of Family II four-cylinder exports, which had
earned an estimated $1.9 billion in export revenue.• Export engine number 1.5 million was produced in June.• Vehicle exports dropped to 2217 units.

1 9 9 2• HEC Family II engines powered a range of vehicles in a variety of markets: the Vauxhall Carlton,
Cavalier and Astra (UK), Opel Omega, Vectra and Astra (Germany) and several models for Daewoo
(South Korea).• Engine exports totalled 168,874

1 9 9 4• HEC produced the two millionth Family II four-cylinder export engine.  Its operations generated more
than $1 million in export revenue each working day.

1 9 9 5• HEC became Holden Engine Operations (HEO) and was Australia’s largest exporter of manufactured
automotive components.• Vehicle exports, primarily to New Zealand, totalled 5485 units.

1 9 9 7• A record high of 248,136 four-cylinder engines exported to a global customer base that included South
Korea, US, Japan, UK, Indonesia, Egypt, Germany, South Africa, Taiwan, Poland and Belgium.• HEO generated more than $2 million in export earnings each working day.• The new generation VT Commodore range, designed to compete in worldwide markets, was released.• With its formal establishment as the GM Product Engineering Centre for the Asia Pacific region, Holden
began to export engineering services.

Holden Engine Company managing director, Peter Thomas, Holden MD John Bagshaw and Victorian Premier John Cain with
the one millionth Holden export engine, 1988.
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1 9 9 8• Holden announced an
intention to return to volume
vehicle exports.• Shipments of left-hand drive
(LHD) Holden Commodores
to the Middle East began in
June and to Brazil in the third
quarter.• Shipments to Asia Pacific
markets of Australian-built
Vectra sedans and wagons
commenced.· Vehicle
exports totalled 9744 units.
Total Holden export revenue:
$548m.• HEO exported 151,233
Family II engines and earned
annual export revenue of $311
million.

1 9 9 9• Production of three millionth Family II export engine – a 2.0 litre four-cylinder double overhead cam
Family II engine shipped to Opel, Germany.  Other markets included South Korea, Taiwan, Japan,
Indonesia, UK, Poland, US, Belgium, Egypt and South Africa.• Engine export revenue (1981-1999) totals $4 billion.• First shipments of LHD Holden Statesman (Chevrolet Caprice) to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, United Arab
Emirates, Oman, Qatar and Bahrain.• Vehicle exports surged to 22,965 units, an increase of 235 per cent.• Engine exports of 191,815 units generated $350 million in export revenue.

2 0 0 0• Exports increased by 37 per cent, contributing $1.3 billion to Australia’s balance of trade and positioning
Holden as outright leader in automotive exports.• Chevrolet Lumina (Commodore) sedans and wagons and Chevrolet Caprice sedans (Statesman/
Caprice) were top-selling GM models in the Middle East.• Chevrolet Caprice exports exceeded domestic Statesman/Caprice sales, making this the first locally
produced model to sell in higher volume offshore.• Shipments of SS Commodores to South Africa, Namibia and Botswana commenced.• Vehicle exports totalled 29,198; engine exports totalled 264,942 units.• Engineering services generated $80 million export revenue.

2 0 0 1• Combined Holden exports earned $1.16 billion, representing 20.8 per cent of the company’s total
revenues.• Vehicle exports totalled 28,784. Commodore models exported to markets in the Middle East, Brazil,
Southern Africa, Brunei, Fiji and New Zealand.• 150,555 four-cylinder engines exported to South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, Indonesia, United States,
United Kingdom, Germany, Poland, Belgium, Egypt, South Africa and Brazil.• Engineering services, providing specialist services to GM programs in the Asia Pacific region and
Europe, earned $60.6 million export revenue.• A ‘turning of the turf’ ceremony was held at the site of Holden’s new Global V6 engine plant to be built
at Fishermans Bend, Victoria.

2 0 0 2• Holden announced a $2 billion investment in capacity expansion over five years; much of the
expenditure aimed at servicing export markets.• Plans announced to export Monaro coupes to the United States, where they are to be sold as Pontiac
GTO.

Dealers in the Middle East took delivery of the Chevrolet Lumina in mid-1998.
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• First Monaro export program to the Middle East confirmed, starting 2003.• Holden achieved exports of $1096 million, representing 18.4 per cent of Holden’s total revenues.• Vehicles and components earned $903.5 million with 31,737 vehicles exported. Engines and
components earned $150.5 million with 94,559 Family II four cylinder engines exported.  Engineering
services earned $41.9 million.

2 0 0 3• Plans announced to export Holden Commodore to Thailand and Malaysia as Chevrolet Lumina.• USA Monaro (Pontiac GTO) shipments commence in final quarter.• GM division Vauxhall confirmed that it would start importing the Monaro in the United Kingdom at the
rate of 300 units a year from March 2004.• Vehicle exports of 36,069 units were the second highest on record to 1973.• Holden’s $400 million V6 engine plant commissioned in November, expected to generate up to $450
million a year in V6 engine exports.• 137,078 Family II four-cylinder engines exported to six global markets; first V6 engines exported to
GM de Mexico.

2 0 0 4• Holden confirmed a long-wheelbase sedan based on the WL Statesman would be exported to GM
Daewoo, South Korea, from early 2005.• Monaro exports to the UK commenced in February.• Chevrolet Caprice Royale named Saudi Arabia’s Car Of The Year.• Holden announced plans to boost capacity at its Global V6 engine plant to a designed maximum of
240,000 engines a year.• Exports to China of a Statesman/Caprice-based model (Buick Royaum) announced in December.• Vehicle exports of 52,372 units set all-time record.

2 0 0 5• Four millionth export engine, a 2.8 litre Turbo V6, shipped to Sweden in November.• 198,649 Family II and Global V6 engines exported.• Vehicle exports of 60,518 set an all-time record.
2 0 0 6• First VE Commodore and WM Statesman/Caprice models shipped to Middle East, South Africa, Brazil
and New Zealand in September.• The Chevrolet Caprice was named 2006 Autocar Middle East ‘Best Luxury Car’ in December.
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Chevrolet Caprice, Autocar Middle East “Best Luxury Car 2006”.
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HOLDEN VEHICLE EXPORTS 1954-2006

Year Exports
1954 321
1955 1,341
1956 2,193
1957 4,431
1958 2,346
1959 3,409
1960 10,672
1961 6,956
1962 6,305
1963 10,798
1964 13,693
1965 19,369
1966 15,114
1967 11,187
1968 14,364
1969 13,447
1970 23,992
1971 24,372
1972 33,488
1973 41,181
1974 32,587
1975 7,540
1976 7,593
1977 7,694
1978 7,171
1979 11,670
1980 6,685

1981 12,258
1982 12,862
1983 6,914
1984 10,871
1985 5,799
1986 3,562
1987 15,009
1988 4,541
1989 9,230
1990 4,974
1991 2,217
1992 4,952
1993 2,952
1994 4,916
1995 5,545
1996 5,508
1997 2,600
1998 9,744
1999 22,965
2000 29,198
2001 28,784
2002 31,737
2003 36,069
2004 52,372
2005 60,518
2006 46,074
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Year Exports

GM Holden Chairman and MD Denny Mooney announced Pontiac G8 export plans
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FAMILY HOLDENS

THROUGH THE YEARS
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MONTH OF LAUNCH:
November 1948.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
Mao on the March in China; Harry Truman re–elected US President; Newly declared state of Israel at war with Arab League;
Britain’s HMS Terrible passes to Australia and is renamed HMAS Sydney; Birth of a son, Charles, to Princess Elizabeth;
Rimfire awarded victory in first photo finish Melbourne Cup; Berlin blockade continues; the Old Vic Company tours Australia
led by Laurence Olivier and Vivian Leigh.
POPULAR SONGS:
You Go to My Head (Ted Heath); Woody Woodpecker (George Tibbles and Ramsey Idriss); Love That Boy (Dinah Shore);
Don’t Be So Mean to Me Baby (Peggy Lee); Be a Clown (Gene Kelly, Judy Garland).
POPULAR FILMS:
Mr Blandings Builds His Dream Home (Cary Grant, Myrna Loy); Sahara (Humphrey Bogart); Gentleman’s Agreement
(Gregory Peck, Celeste Holm); The Two Mrs Carrolls (Humphrey Bogart, Barbara Stanwyck); Sorry, Wrong Number (Barbara
Stanwyck).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
Shortage of US dollars keeps American cars largely off local market in favour of British; Austin A40 continues as best–
selling car on local market; Rover’s experiments with gas turbine engines in Britain heralded as ‘the way of the future’.

1948 48-215 HOLDEN

On 29 November 1948, 1200 men
and women, including Prime

Minister Ben Chifley, stood around a
humble looking ivory coloured motor car.
The car had appeared from behind silver
curtains to strains of a ten piece orches-
tra and the crowd greeted it with loud
applause. It was the first Holden, a
completely new six–cylinder sedan
destined to become Australia’s first
successfully mass produced car. James
Robert Holden, the Resident Director of
Holden in Adelaide, represented the
Holden family at the launch.

This first Holden, designated the 48–
215 (and later commonly called the FX),
was a four door, six seater. Although
adapted from an American design, it was
built almost entirely in Australia. It
incorporated advanced features including
a unitary construction body. Powered by
a torquey 2.15–litre engine and weighing
less than one tonne, it had exceptional
performance for a low cost family car.
Buyers boasted of ‘80 mph and 30 mpg’
and the dust sealing and rough road ride
were exceptional. The 45 kW ‘grey
engine’ (named after the colour of its

painted block) proved a
remarkably durable unit.

As the word spread, the
waiting list grew longer and
longer. The following quote
from the RACV’s newspa-
per, ‘The Radiator’, was
typical of press comment:
‘As cars go today ... it is not
a big car but it rides like
one, has equivalent passen-
ger comfort and performs
like one’.

In 1951 the first Holden
utility was launched. It was
an immediate hit with urban
businesses as well as the
man on the land.
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1948
• A modest total of 112 examples of the first Holden car, designated 48–215, rolls off Holden’s

Fishermans Bend production line by year’s end. Thousands of orders are taken.
1949
• The demand for Holden cars astounds everybody. The company advertises that the ‘Holden

is worth waiting for’ and makes every effort to increase the production capacity as quickly as
possible.

• Holden continues to import chassis and components to assemble British and US cars and trucks.
1950
• Holden production is lifted to 80 units a day.
• The number of Holden employees now exceeds 10,000 and during the year more than $43 million

is paid to outside suppliers for materials, components and services.
1951
• All Holden plants expand and the company purchases 60 hectares of land at Dandenong, Victoria,

for future development.
• Holden production reaches 100 units a day. The total production (since 1948) passes 50,000.
• Holden produces its first coupe utility. Based on the 48–215 sedan, the ‘ute’ has an official model

code of 50–2106.
1952
• The demand for Holden cars continues to grow and plans are laid for further expansion of

production facilities.
• Holden sales for the year reach 32,000.

ENGINE: 2.15–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSION: Three–speed manual
gearbox.
MODELS: Sedan, Business sedan and
utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX):
$1466/£733.
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length:
4370 mm; Wheelbase: 2616 mm; Width:
1702 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: Chrome grille with
vertical slats; the word ‘Holden’ across
centre front of bonnet and across boot;
split two–piece windscreen; no front or
rear turn indicators and one centrally
mounted rear stop light with body
coloured surround.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 120,402.

HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1948 48-215  HOLDEN DATA
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By adding more features, more
chrome and a greater range of

options to the original Holden, the
company created Holden number two:
the famous ‘FJ’. Gone was the vertical
grille, in its place an elaborate horizontal
chrome affair. There were also different
hubcaps and bumpers and new bright
metal body decorations including small
chrome fins on the rear guards.

Although only a facelifted version of
the 48–215 design, the FJ was the car
which cemented Holden’s position as the
country’s most popular car. It is now a
celebrated piece of ‘Australiana’ and has

MONTH OF LAUNCH:
October 1953.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
Lieut–Commander James Verdin of the US Navy sets world air speed record of 1212.98 km/h;  British government gives go
ahead for commercial television;  US Vice President Richard Nixon visits Australia and NZ;  The first 45 rpm record released
on the Australian market (‘The Desert Song’);  Sir Winston Churchill awarded Nobel Prize for literature;  Britain explodes
nuclear weapons at Woomera, South Australia.
POPULAR SONGS:
Wrap Your Troubles in Dreams (Frankie Laine);  If I Love You a Mountain (Jane Froman);  I Love Louisa (Fred Astaire);
Some Enchanted Evening (from ‘South Pacific’).
POPULAR FILMS:
Quo Vadis (Robert Taylor, Deborah Kerr); The Desert Rats (‘The film all Australians must see’ starring Chips Rafferty,
Richard Burton, James Mason); Stalag 17 (William Holden, Otto Preminger); Shane (Alan Ladd); Hans Christian Andersen
(Danny Kaye).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
Ken Tubman and John Marshall win the inaugural REDeX trial in a Peugeot 203; Austin releases the A30 in Great Britain;
The London Motor Show features Britain’s first ‘plastic’ car (a 1.5–litre Singer) plus Volkswagen’s ‘Beetle 1100’ and Aston
Martin’s new DB2–4 saloon.

1953 FJ HOLDEN

been the subject of songs and a full–
length feature film. The FJ used the same
powertrain as the 48–215 with some
mechanical refinements. The features
which had made the 48–215 so success-
ful remained the major selling points:
excellent ground clearance, good ride,
rugged drivetrain, energetic perform-
ance, comfortable seating for six, low
maintenance, fuel economy and unbeat-
able value for money.

The accessory list was expanded and
the choice of colours lifted to twelve. The
new Special model featured armrests
and a cigarette lighter and was available
with a two tone exterior paint finish.
Before 1953 was out, Holden had
released a new variant: the panel van.
Production was raised to 200 units per
day.

For the first time Holdens were shipped
to New Zealand, the start of an export
trade which continues today.

The 48–215/FJ had a big impact on the
racetrack with its low weight making it
the favoured competition Holden long
after it had been superseded. Tweaked
by clever race mechanics and driven
with bravado, a 48–215 or FJ could hit
nearly 200 km/h on the fastest circuits.
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HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1953
• Holden produces its first panel van, based on the FJ sedan. A station wagon version reaches

the prototype stage but production does not proceed.
1954
• The first Holdens are exported to New Zealand. By year’s end 321 have been shipped.
1955
• More expansion plans are implemented, including the building of a plant at Dandenong to build

the forthcoming FE model. This gives Holden a production capacity of 72,000 units per annum.
• Land purchased at Lang Lang, 90 kilometres from Melbourne, to establish Australia’s first

automotive proving ground.
1956
• The 250,000th Holden, an FJ, is built.
• The Dandenong plant opens. With a floor space of over 5  hectares, it has the capacity to build

152 bodies and assemble 168 vehicles a day.
• Further expansion takes place to lift production to 400 Holdens a day — 100,000 a year!
• The first CKD (completely knocked down) Holden packs are shipped to New Zealand for local

assembly.

1953 FJ HOLDEN  DATA

ENGINE: 2.15–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSION: Three–speed manual gearbox.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Business sedan, Special
sedan, panel van and utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2046/£1023 (Standard
sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length: 4408 mm;
Wheelbase: 2616 mm; Width: 1702 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: Similar body to 48–215 but with open
grille with thick horizontal chrome bar; Holden badge
mounted on front centre of bonnet; centrally mounted rear
stop light  has chrome surround.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 169,969.
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1956 FE HOLDEN

By the mid–1950s, the Holden was
well and truly established as

market leader but the design was starting
to look dated. In response, the FE
introduced a more modern, Australian–
designed body which was bigger and
roomier, with a longer wheelbase and
wider track. A lower roofline and flatter
bonnet and boot complemented the new
look. The FE series also introduced the
first Holden station wagon.
FE improvements included a one piece
curved windscreen and a larger rear
window which together contributed
towards a 40 per cent improvement in
visibility. There was also a new 12 volt
electrical system (replacing the six volt
48–215/FJ system), a hydraulically
operated clutch and a slightly more

MONTH OF LAUNCH:
July 1956.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
Egypt’s President Nasser announces nationalisation of Suez Canal; poker machines are legalised in NSW; England’s Jim
Laker takes 19 wickets in a cricket Test match against Australia at Manchester; Polish workers at the Stalin Locomotive Works
organise strike and anticommunism demonstration — police leave 300 killed or wounded; Australia’s Lew Hoad beats Ken
Rosewall in Wimbledon singles final (the pair later combine to  win the doubles title).
POPULAR SONGS:
Heartbreak Hotel (Elvis Presley); The Great Pretender (The Platters); Love and Marriage (Frank Sinatra); Rock Island Line
(Lonnie Donegan); Rock and Roll Waltz (Kay Starr).
POPULAR FILMS:
Carousel (Gordon Macrae, Shirley Jones); The Dambusters (Richard Todd, Michael Redgrave); We’re No Angels (Humphrey
Bogart); The Tender Trap (Frank Sinatra, Debbie Reynolds); The Man with the Golden Arm (Frank Sinatra); A Town Like
Alice (Peter Finch).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
The MGA appears in Australia; double–acting pneumatic shock absorbers (designed to control ride height and body roll) are
tested in the USA; Pat Flaherty wins an action–packed Indianapolis 500; the Renault Thriftmaster at £762 is Australia’s
cheapest new car; Jaguar wins the Le Mans 24 Hour race.

powerful (53 kW) version of the well–
proven ‘grey engine’. This power gain
was achieved by an increase in com-
pression ratio (to 6.8:1), and the fitment
of stiffened pistons heads and larger
valves.
Many new exterior colour schemes were
available and a new dashboard helped
modernise the interior. Smaller road
wheels and slightly wider track contrib-
uted to improved handling and contempo-
rary roadtesters noted a marked improve-
ment in the quality of fit and finish. It was
in early 1957 that the wagon (‘Station
Sedan’) was announced. The two
variants — Standard and Special — took
the number of distinct models in the
Holden range to seven. Sales figures
went from strength to strength.
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HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1957
• The first Holden station wagon - based on the FE sedan - is produced.
• The one millionth car body is produced at the Woodville plant.
• 4500 Holdens are exported during the year.

1956 FE HOLDEN  DATA

ENGINE: 2.15–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSION: Three–speed manual
gearbox.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special sedan,
Business sedan, Standard station wagon,
Special station wagon, panel van and utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2284/
£1142 (Standard sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length:
4470 mm; Wheelbase: 2667 mm; Width:
1701 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: New body with hatched
grille and hooded headlights; Holden badge
mounted front centre of bonnet; model name
on rear quarter panel; one piece windscreen;
wraparound front and rear bumpers.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 155,161.
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1958 FC HOLDEN

MONTH OF LAUNCH:
May 1958.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
Sputnik III satellite launched by Soviet Union; Charles de Gaulle forms ‘Government of national safety’ in France; British
inventor Christopher Cockerill demonstrates his ‘Hovercraft’; last Australian troops leave South Korea (five years after
Panmunjom Treaty ended the Korean war); proposal mooted in Victoria to roster the use of cars due to overcrowding on
roads; Adaminaby Dam in Snowy Mountains is completed; singer Jerry Lee Lewis leaves the UK after scandal involving his
13 year old wife.
POPULAR SONGS:
All I Have to Do Is Dream (Everly Brothers); Twilight Time (The Platters); Who’s Sorry Now? (Connie Francis); He’s Got the
Whole World in His Hands (Laurie London); Maybe Baby (The Crickets); Tequila (The Champs).
POPULAR FILMS:
Sayonara (Marlon Brando, Red Buttons); Fantasia (revival of animation classic); Three Faces of Eve (Joanne Woodward);
Peyton Place (Lana Turner, Hope Lange); The Ten Commandments (Charlton Heston, Yul Brynner); And God Created
Woman (Brigitte Bardot); Doctor at Large (Dirk Bogarde, James Robertson Justice); Bridge on the River Kwai (Alec
Guinness).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
Citroen’s ID–19 (a variation of the ‘car of the future’ DS–19) is launched in Australia; the Trabant P–50 is released in East
Germany; featured at the Melbourne Motor Show are the Toyota LandCruiser, Vauxhall Velox and Jaguar XK150; in the UK
the Austin Healey Sprite is announced.

The FC replaced the FE at a time
when Holden sales figures had

reached dizzy new heights. The market
was booming, as was Holden’s market
share, which hit an incredible 50.3 per
cent in 1958. The nearest competitor was
being outsold two to one.

Holden had already established the
practice of introducing a model, then
following with an improved version. The
FC continued this practice. The changes
over the FE were not great but together
made for a smoother and more refined
car. Exterior changes were made to the
grille and body decorations. Beneath the
skin was a redesigned interior and
several mechanical improvements.

The torque of the ‘grey engine’ was
lifted with an altered camshaft and a
further increased compression ratio.
Minor improvements were made to the
suspension, brakes, gearchange linkages
and steering box. Performance, rugged-
ness and excellent value for money were
still major drawcards.

Wheels magazine said of the FC: ‘Its
designers have steered an excellent
course through the paths of compromise
required by modern practices. The
Holden has far fewer faults than many
cars with higher price tags and imposing
overseas origins’. Before the FC bowed
out, the 500,000th Holden had been
produced and the 10,000th exported.
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HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1958
• Work begins on a four–lane banked circular test track at Lang Lang.
• Leo Geoghegan wins the Sedan and Sports Car events at the Bathurst Easter race meeting in

a Holden 48–215.
• Sales for the year exceed 100,000 units for the first time. The total number of Holdens produced

reaches 500,000 and export territories number 27.
1959
• Body hardware division at Holden’s Elizabeth, SA plant commences operation.
• Assembly of Holden commercial vehicles begins overseas.

1958 FC HOLDEN  DATA

ENGINE: 2.15–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSION: Three–speed manual
gearbox.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special sedan,
Business sedan, Standard station wagon,
Special station wagon, panel van and utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2220/
£1110 (Standard sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length:
4470 mm; Wheelbase: 2667 mm; Width:
1702 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: Similar body to FE but
with front turn indicators incorporated into
bottom edge of wider hatched grille.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 191,724
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1960 FB HOLDEN
MONTH OF LAUNCH:
January 1960.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
A heatwave claims the lives of around 20 Australians; Republic of Cameroon declared; new Australian law requires all
television advertisements to be locally produced; John F. Kennedy begins the campaign which he hopes will make him US
President by end of year; French writer Albert Camus and British author Nevil Shute die; the Reserve Bank of Australia and
Commonwealth Banking Corporation commence operations.
POPULAR SONGS:
She’s My Baby (Johnny O’Keefe); High Hopes (Frank Sinatra); Gidget (James Darren); Heartaches by The Number (Guy
Mitchell); Among My Souvenirs (Connie Francis); Running Bear (Johnny Preston); El Paso (Marty Robbins).
POPULAR FILMS:
North By North West (Cary Grant, Eva Marie Saint); Pillow Talk (Rock Hudson. Doris Day); Summer Of The Seventeenth Doll
(Ernest Borgnine, John Mills); Anatomy of a Murder (James Stewart, Lee Remick); Carry On Teacher (The Carry On Gang).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
Calendar year sales figures for 1959 are released, showing that 268,015 motor vehicles were registered in Australia; Ford in
the USA drops the Edsel from its range after two nightmare years on the market; Jack Brabham holidays (and races)
downunder after clinching the World Drivers Championship at the US Grand Prix in December 1959; Ford Australia readies
its version of the compact US Falcon for local production; the Federal Treasurer, Harold Holt, announces an increased sales
tax on cars.

In the 1950s everything from the United
States was considered a cut above.

No Holden reflected this trend more than
the very American–looking FB.

Mechanically, the new model was a
further refinement of the FC but the
appearance was significantly changed
with a wraparound windscreen, a lower
bonnet line and finned rear guards. A
more efficient interior layout increased
usable room.

The length was increased by 140 mm
(although the wheelbase remained the
same) and the ‘grey’ engine was slightly
enlarged to produce 56 kW. Due to the
car’s marginally increased weight,
however, the performance remained
unchanged.

The FB was the first Holden with
acrylic paintwork. It incorporated

upgraded brakes, heavier front coil springs
and a reworked interior. The range
included six models (the Business sedan
was dropped). The basic price was
actually slightly cheaper and Holden’s
amazing 50 per cent share of the Austral-
ian market was maintained.

Holden’s brilliant success had not
escaped the attention of its competitors,
which at that stage were mostly importing
or locally assembling European cars.

At the time the FB was launched, Ford
Australia was known to be preparing for
the full scale manufacture of the US Falcon
and Chrysler Australia was also looking to
the USA for a medium priced family car.
The FB was also significant in that it was
the first model for which left hand drive
export versions were produced.
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1960 FB HOLDEN  DATA

ENGINE: 2.26–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSION: Three–speed manual gearbox.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special sedan,
Standard station wagon, Special station wagon,
panel van and utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2214/£1107
(Standard sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN):
Length: 4617 mm; Wheelbase: 2667 mm; Width:
1703 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: New body panels with integral
fins on rear guards; lower profile  front grille with
turn indicators on each side; the word ‘Holden’
written across front centre of bonnet.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 174,747.

HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1960
• Holden sales top 12,000 per month and the 750,000th Holden is built.
• Production of left hand drive Holdens (for export) begins. The first shipment to Hawaii follows.
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1961 EK HOLDEN

When the FB was facelifted and
revised as the ‘EK’, the major

change was a new optional automatic
transmission. The introduction of the
three speed Hydramatic provided the first
taste of automatic motoring for hundreds
of thousands of Australians.

Other FB differences were minor:
exterior badges and mouldings were
changed and a redesigned grille featured
wider spaced parking lights/flashers. The
Hydramatic was a fully imported Ameri-
can unit used in several GM vehicles
overseas. It allowed the auto Holden to
maintain respectable performance figures
although the power of the Holden engine

MONTH OF LAUNCH:
May 1961.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
Commander Alan Shepard makes the first US manned flight into space (three weeks after Soviet cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin
became the first man in space); US President Kennedy announces that the US will put a man on the moon; Australia’s credit
squeeze continues; South Africa withdraws from British Commonwealth and declares itself a Republic; Queen Elizabeth
meets with Pope John XXIII; Actor Gary Cooper dies aged 60; Australia’s population is estimated at 10.64 million.
POPULAR SONGS:
Runaway (Del Shannon); Running Scared (Roy Orbison); Little Devil (Neil Sedaka); A Scottish Soldier (Andy Stewart);
Theme from ‘Magnificent Seven’ (Al Caiola).
POPULAR FILMS:
Spartacus (Kirk Douglas); La Dolce Vita (Marcello Mastroianni, Anita Ekberg); Ben Hur (Charlton Heston); Cat on a Hot Tin
Roof (Elizabeth Taylor, Paul Newman); The Millionairess (Sophia Loren, Peter Sellers).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
The Australian designed plastic weathershield is sold for the first time in Great Britain; plans are announced for a world land
speed record attempt by Donald Campbell on Lake Eyre (South Australia); Volkswagen announces a departure from the
‘Beetle’ shape for its new 1500; Ferrari’s first rear engine Formula One car wins its debut race (the Syracuse Grand Prix); the
newly launched Australian version of the Mini Minor is described by ‘Modern Motor’ magazine as ‘Car of the Year’; A.J. Foyt
wins the Indianapolis 500 at an average of 223.86 km/h.

was not increased for the automatic
versions. Economy was also closer to
the manual than many expected.

Modern Motor magazine said: ‘The
Hydramatic is the most efficient automatic
drive we’ve struck so far. Hydramatic is
very, very sensitive to the demands the
driver makes on it’.

EK refinements included revised
interior trim, an electric wiper motor
(replacing the vacuum unit) and a new
fresh air heating unit. At this time Holden
was using 4000 suppliers across
Australia and operating ten plants. The
EK stayed in production for just over a
year.
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HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1961
• Importing of Hydramatic automatic transmissions from Detroit begins for fitment to local Holdens.
• Statistics for the year show that Holden sold 112,680 cars, compared with 140,336 the year before.

The main causes are a credit squeeze and a new 40 per cent sales tax on motor cars. Nonetheless,
the number of Holden employees stands at 18,536, while the company pays $139.8 million dollars
during the year to supplier companies for materials, components and services.

1961 EK HOLDEN  DATA

ENGINE: 2.26–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSIONS: Three–speed manual gearbox
and three–speed Hydramatic automatic transmission.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special sedan, Standard
station wagon, Special station wagon, panel van
and utility.
PRICES WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2212/£1106
(Standard sedan), $2576/£1288 (Special auto
sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length: 4617 mm;
Wheelbase: 2667 mm; Width: 1703 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: Similar body to FB but with wider
grille (with more vertical slats) and front turn
indicators included in grille surround; additional
front badge mounted at the top of the grille.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 150,214.
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MONTH OF LAUNCH:
July 1962.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
First live television broadcast between USA and Europe is achieved using experimental Telstar satellite; Rod Laver wins the
Wimbledon tennis singles championship; the military seizes power in Peru; American scuba diver Fred Baldasare swims the
English channel underwater; French colonial rule in Algeria ends after eight years of conflict; 29 Australian army advisors
leave for Vietnam, signalling the first Australian military involvement in the conflict.
POPULAR SONGS:
Do You Want to Dance? (Cliff Richard and The Shadows); The Young Ones (Cliff Richard and The Shadows); Limbo Rock
(The Champs); Ahab The Arab (Ray Stevens); Breaking Up Is Hard to Do (Neil Sedaka).
POPULAR FILMS:
El Cid (Charlton Heston, Sophia Loren); Two Women (Sophia Loren); Jules et Jim (Jeanne Moreau, Oskar Werner); The Devil
at Four O’Clock (Spencer Tracy, Frank Sinatra); West Side Story (Rita Moreno, Natalie Wood); The Parent Trap (Hayley
Mills); The Alamo (John Wayne).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
The first batch of Volvo’s new P1800 sports cars arrives in Australia; the Mini Moke is added to BMC’s Australian range;
Stirling Moss is reported to be recovering well after his near fatal accident at Goodwood in April; demand for the newly
released Australian–assembled Chrysler Valiant continues to exceed supply.

The first completely new Holden of the
1960s was the EJ, a design then widely

considered the best to date. As well as a
restyled body, the EJ range introduced the
name ‘Premier’ which, for the greater part of
two decades, would be identified with
luxurious Holdens.

1962 EJ HOLDEN

The first Premier was based on the Spe-
cial sedan but featured leather covered
bucket seats, a heater, wool pile carpet,
whitewall tyres, a floor console and other
luxury features. It had additional body orna-
mentation and was the first Holden with
metallic paint and automatic transmission
as standard. It also had a heater, which
was not a standard fitting on most cars in
the early 1960s.

The EJ incorporated a lower profile, a
flatter bonnet, a squarer rear end and a
more integrated overall appearance. In spite
of the new ‘low line’ look, the traditional
Holden virtues of ruggedness, high ground
clearance and good interior room were
equalled or improved on.

The wagon had a rear cargo tray over
two metres long.

The previous Holden drivetrain was car-
ried over on all models but mechanical im-
provements included new Duo Servo
brakes, strengthened front suspension and
an improved Hydramatic transmission.

The EJ was the first Holden to feature
safety belt anchorages. Its production run
included the millionth Holden.
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HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1962
• A new engine plant nears completion at Fishermans Bend.
• The millionth Holden is built, only four years after the 500,000th. Production reaches 600 units

a day with cars going to every corner of Australia and 46 overseas territories.

1962 EJ HOLDEN  DATA

ENGINE: 2.26–litre six–cylinder.
TRANSMISSIONS: Three–speed manual
gearbox and three–speed Hydramatic
automatic transmission.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special sedan,
Premier sedan, Standard station wagon,
Special station wagon, panel van and utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2102/
£1051 (Standard sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length:
4493 mm; Wheelbase: 2667 mm; Width:
1727 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: New lower body with slim
horizontally slatted grille running between
the headlights; badge mounted front centre
of bonnet with the word ‘Holden’ spelt out
underneath along full width of grille.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 154,811.
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1963 EH HOLDEN

MONTH OF LAUNCH:
August 1963.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
Australia is the first country to sign the Nuclear Test Ban Treaty; freedom march on Washington involves large number of
black Americans; £2.5 million is stolen from Glasgow–London mail train (the so–called Great Train Robbery); hotline
established between the Kremlin and the White House; The Beatles release their latest single, ‘She Loves You’, in
England   to record advanced orders.
POPULAR SONGS:
Surf City (Jan and Dean); Danke Schoen (Wayne Newton); Bombora (The Atlantics); Hello Muddah, Hello Faddah (Allan
Sherman); Surfin’ Hootenanny (Al Casey).
POPULAR FILMS:
The L–Shaped Room (Leslie Caron); The Birds (Rod Taylor, Tippi Hedren); Hud (Paul Newman, Patricia Neal, Melvyn
Douglas); Exodus (Paul Newman).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
Inertia reel seat belts are offered on BMC cars in England; Jack Brabham’s first effort as a sports car constructor is successful
with class wins in the UK; Rover announces that it will proceed with its turbine project after the success of the Rover–BRM at
Le Mans; Lord Nuffield (William Morris) dies, aged 84; American’s Craig Breedlove sets a new Land Speed Record at
407.45 mph.

The EH was the eighth Holden model
since 1948. In a period of 18 months

more than 250,000 EHs were sold,
making it the fastest selling Australian
car ever. Based on the popular EJ, the
EH incorporated a new look roofline and
clever styling which, to most eyes,
improved its looks from every angle.

This ‘Power Swept’ styling gave the
car a longer look at the rear, neater more
modern lines and a larger boot. Added to
this was a completely new six–cylinder
engine, available in two capacities, and a
price which made the car easily the best
value on the market. Despite its new
features, the base EH was the same
price as its predecessor and cheaper
than the Holdens of the mid 1950s.

Dubbed the ‘red engine’ (after the
colour of the painted block), the new

powerplant replaced the ‘grey engine’
used in all previous Holdens. It had a
shorter stroke and larger bore and
operated with a higher compression
ratio. It offered 33 per cent more power
than the grey engine in standard ‘149’
configuration and 53 per cent more
power in bigger ‘179’ form. Fuel economy
was also improved.

The ‘179’ engine, which developed 86
kW, was standard in the upmarket
Premier (now available in wagon form)
and in the ‘S4’ sports model. The latter
was the only version which combined
the big engine with the three–speed
manual gearbox at the time of launch.
Produced in small numbers for use in
motor sport, it featured upgraded brakes,
a bigger fuel tank, a wider track and a
toughened clutch and tailshaft.
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1963 EH HOLDEN DATA

ENGINES: 2.45–litre six–cylinder ‘149’
 (a low–compression version of this
engine was also available) and
2.95–litre six–cylinder ‘179’.
TRANSMISSIONS: Three–speed
manual gearbox and three–speed
Hydramatic automatic transmission.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special
sedan, S4 Special sedan (aka 179M),
Premier sedan, Standard station
wagon, Special station wagon,
Premier station wagon, panel van and
utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX):
$2102/£1051 (Standard sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN):
Length: 4511 mm; Wheelbase:
2667 mm; Width: 1727 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: Similar body to EJ
but with squared rear guards and
roofline; grille split in centre by
vertical bar bearing Holden badge.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 256,959.

HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1963
• The new engine plant and foundry opens at Fishermans Bend.
• Holden produces 166,274 cars during the year. Of these, 10,798 are shipped to 55 overseas

markets.
• New body, paint and trim plants commence operation at Elizabeth, SA; Queen Elizabeth II

visits the plant.
1964
• Holden’s fast–expanding Design and Engineering group moves into the new Technical Centre

at Fishermans Bend. This houses approximately 900 designers, engineers, draftsmen,
modellers and technicians, giving the company state–of–the–art facilities for virtually every
aspect of designing new vehicles.
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The HD had a completely new
body, making it wider and

longer than previous Holdens.
Engineered entirely in Australia, the
new model offered substantial
increases in passenger and load
space. Equipment levels were
higher and self adjusting brakes
were fitted. Furthermore, disc brakes
were offered as a factory fitted option
for the first time.

1965 HD HOLDEN

MONTH OF LAUNCH:
February 1965.
MAJOR EVENTS DURING MONTH OF LAUNCH:
The USA, under recently  elected President Lyndon Johnson, steps up the war in Vietnam with bombings on North Vietnam
and on Viet Cong troops in South; Gambia achieves independence; tributes and commemorative events continue to mark the
passing of Sir Winston Churchill (who died on 24 January); singer Nat King Cole and actor Stan Laurel die; Beatles drummer
Ringo Starr marries Maureen Cox; the Royal Australian Mint opens in Canberra and produces the first Australian–made
decimal coins; US activist Malcolm X is shot dead.
POPULAR SONGS:
Under the Boardwalk (Rolling Stones); Ferry ‘Cross the Mersey (Gerry and The Pacemakers); You’ve Lost That Lovin’ Feeling
(Righteous Brothers); Go Now (The Moody Blues);   I’ll Never Find Another You (The Seekers).
POPULAR FILMS:
The Pink Panther (Peter Sellers); Flaming Star (Elvis Presley); It’s a Mad Mad Mad Mad World (Milton Berle, Sid Caesar);
Becket (Peter O’Toole, Richard Burton); The Endless Summer (surfing documentary by Bruce Brown).
MOTORING HIGHLIGHTS:
The Prince Gloria becomes the first six–cylinder Japanese car to be sold in Australia; Alfa Romeo announces that it will
return to motor racing for the 1965 season; Honda  releases the S600 sports car downunder.

Although in later years the HD
would be probably the least favour-
ably remembered Holden, the early
demand was exceptionally high.
During the first few months HD
sales actually outstripped those of
the record breaking EH.

The most interesting mechanical
feature was the more powerful ‘X2’
engine. Available as an option for all
models, it developed 105 kW (19 kW
up on standard) by virtue of twin
carburettors, a modified camshaft,
new manifolds and a low restriction
exhaust system. On the transmis-
sion front, the Hydramatic three–
speed automatic transmission was
replaced by the Powerglide two–
speed.

With a choice of three engines, two
gearboxes and an expanded options
list (which included the latest fash-
ion, the vinyl roof), the HD gave the
Holden buyer the greatest choice yet.
Unfortunately, the new model’s early
promise was not realised. A down-
turn in the market was compounded
by a general cooling of public
affection for the relatively avant garde
appearance of the HD.
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HOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS

1965
• Holden achieves its best sales month on record, with over 19,000 HDs registered during May.
• Nearly 20,000 Holdens are exported during the year.
• New vehicle assembly plant at Elizabeth, SA, begins operation.

1965 HD HOLDEN DATA

ENGINES: 2.45–litre six–cylinder ‘149’,
2.95–litre six–cylinder ‘179’ and 2.95–litre
six–cylinder ‘X2’.
TRANSMISSIONS: Three–speed manual
gearbox and two–speed Powerglide
automatic transmission.
MODELS: Standard sedan, Special sedan,
Premier sedan, Standard station wagon,
Special station wagon, Premier station
wagon, panel van and utility.
PRICE WHEN NEW (INCL S/TAX): $2320/
£1160 (Standard sedan).
DIMENSIONS (BASIC SEDAN): Length:
4597 mm; Wheelbase: 2692 mm; Width:
1778 mm.
IDENTIFICATION: All-new body with
horizontally slatted grille split by vertical
bar bearing Holden badge; protruding front
quarter panels extend past headlights and
merge with front bumper bar.
TOTAL NUMBER BUILT: 178,927.
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